
Let’s talk  Snow
We dug a hole!
Just like The Castle. Actually, it’s a whopping 100 megalitre 
water reservoir (sorry Wim Hof fans, no swimming allowed) 
and it dramatically boosts the water supply for the village, 
snowmaking, environmental use and fire protection.  The 
water is aerated to make sure it doesn’t freeze over during 
snow season.  This $11.3m investment for the resort means 
we can make more snow each winter!  

More snowmaking
The increased water capacity allowed a further $4m investment in growing the snowmaking network. Standard Run 
was the main focus, with new guns now providing cover all the way to the Bull Run Chairlift.  More guns also give top 
to bottom cover on Men’s Downhill, and an additional 50 guns have been added to the network to service existing 
hydrants around the resort.. 

More views 
A new webcam streams the view from the base of Standard Run 
so you can see the snow guns in action and check the latest 
conditions before you get out onto the slopes. 

Smooth flow for skiers and boarders
Skiers and boarders enjoy an easier slide from the top of the ABOM lift over 
to the Little Buller/Wombat runs or across to Koflers and the Summit area following improvements 
associated with the new Boggy Creek Reservoir.  Re-contouring of the terrain makes the traverse a breeze and 
keeps skiers and boarders flowing to their favourite runs with less skating and effort.

Cruise over to Bonza Country
Another game-changer streamlining movement around the ski area is the new link between the bottom of Summit 
Slide across the northern slopes to the base of the Bonza chairlift. This gentle connecting trail meanders through 
the snow gums offering views to the north and will be popular with beginners as part of a long loop when skiing the 
Bonza lift and intermediates wishing to loop between the summit area and northern slopes.
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